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ARTICLE  (/micro�uidics/articles)   Oct 31, 2017 | By Angelo DePalma, Ph.D.

 

From the initial vision of re-creating entire chemistry laboratories on chips, micro�uidics has evolved into niche applications for cell culture and analytical
science.   

Micro�uidics began in earnest during the late 1980s, when academic groups at the University of Delft (Netherlands), ETH (Zurich), and Oak Ridge National
Laboratories (Oak Ridge, Tennessee, USA) were investigating micro-total analysis systems, or laboratories on chips. Borrowing fabrication techniques from the
semiconductor industry, these groups used microchannels to manipulate the movement of chemical solutions through silicon chips. At the time, precision-
machined high-quality silicon was less expensive than glass or plastic, and it was believed that the structural and semiconductor properties of silicon might be
exploited to create sensors, actuators, and separation modalities within the chip. But before long labs-on-chips (LOCs) were created in glass, and today polymer
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is the most popular substrate. 
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Built around Dolomite’s industry leading micro�uidic products,
Dolomite Micro�uidic Systems o�er complete solutions for all
micro�uidic applications. Each system contains all necessary
pumps, connectors and chips to start using micro�uidics
immediately. Our experienced team of engineers, biologists and
chemists provide advice and customisation to match your needs. 

We design products to ensure scientists can create fantastic
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Micro�uidic devices enable versatile analysis 

Biomolecules

micoro�uidic work as easily as possibly 

Maxine Drobot, Head of Products 

MORE INFORMATION (HTTPS://WWW.TECHNOLOGYNETWORKS.COM/MICROFLUIDICS/PRODUCTS/DOLOMITE-MICROFLUIDICS-DROPLET-SYSTEM-293768)

For the past 30 years research groups touted their “XYZ-on-a-Chip” devices, where “XYZ” is a
place-holder for liquid (http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/wol1/doi/10.1002/elps.201000051/full)
or gas chromatography (http://www.chromatographyonline.com/lab-chip-gc-environmental-
research), electrophoresis (http://www.bio-
rad.com/webroot/web/pdf/lsr/literature/Bulletin_5285.pdf), and even mass spectrometry
(http://prod.sandia.gov/techlib/access-control.cgi/2005/056838.pdf). 

In many respects these devices remain science projects. Quality control, reproducibility,
reliability, and availability are nowhere near what one would expect in a commercial
instrument. Also missing in many cases are systems suitable for sample introduction and,
most importantly, for readouts and data manipulation. 

For these reasons today’s commercial implementations of LOCs or micro-analysis systems
employs the chips as front ends or sample preparation devices for more-or-less
conventional instrumentation. Agilent Technologies’ 2100 Bioanalyzer
(http://www.agilent.com/cs/library/slidepresentation/Public/Overview Agilent
Micro�uidics.pdf), for example, is a multi-assay system that uses, for one group of assays, a
DNA LabChip micro�uidic chip for sample preparation. Analytes pass from the chip to a
much larger reader, where relevant data is processed as in macro-scale electrophoresis
instruments. 

Due to its reliance on sample preparation, reagents, and discrete process steps PCR is an
excellent candidate mode for analysis in micro-scale channels and wells. For example
Thermo Fisher Scienti�c o�ers the Custom TaqMan® Array Card
(https://www.thermo�sher.com/us/en/home/life-science/pcr/real-time-pcr/real-time-pcr-
assays/taqman-gene-expression/384-well-micro�uidic-taqman-gene-expression-
assays/custom-taqman-arraycards.html), a 384-well micro�uidic card for real-time PCR
reactions.  

The Naica PCR system, from Stilla Technologies (Villejuif, France) goes one better with Crystal
Digital PCR  (http://www.stillatechnologies.com/), a proprietary technology developed with
researchers at France’s Ecole Polytechnique and reported in the journal Biomolecular
Detection and Quanti�cation (https://dx.doi.org/10.1016%2Fj.bdq.2016.10.002) in 2016. 

At the heart of the system is the Sapphire chip, a micro�uidic device based on work by Dr.
Rémi Dangla of Ecole Polytechnique (Palaiseau, France) on droplet formation using gradients
of con�nement (http://www.pnas.org/content/110/3/853.full). Micro�uidic devices were
previously shown to generate microdrops through application of hydrodynamic forces.
Investigators have used these droplets as microreactors for chemistry and cell culture.
Dangla’s work showed that droplets could also form through the application of height
variations to immiscible �uids. Droplets thus formed self-propel under the in�uence of
curvature imbalances, not �uid movement. 

Within the sapphire chip, samples of extracted nucleic acids plus reagents partition into tens
of thousands of sub-nanoliter droplets, collect in a central chamber, and self-organize into a
2D monolayer array. 

TM
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(https://cdn.technologynetworks.com/tn/images/body/sapphire_chip_stilla1509112338722.png)At
this stage, the Sapphire chip undergoes temperature cycling to achieve DNA ampli�cation
and RNA analysis through PCR, as well as whole genome ampli�cation. Stilla uses a
�uorescence reader to quantify signals from three channels, and proprietary software to
obtain concentration readings. 

“Digital PCR does not exactly replace traditional real-time PCR,” notes Magali Droniou, PhD,
Stilla’s Applications Director. “But it a�ords unprecedented access to information contained
within the sample, especially when very low levels are present within complex samples, for
example circulating tumor DNA in liquid biopsies. When present at less than one percent of
total DNA, only digital PCR can detect circulating tumor DNA.” 

Thanks to the micro�uidic design and hando� of droplets from one analysis stage to the
next, human manipulation is reduced to a single sample pipetting step, therefore no user
bias for this embodiment of digital PCR. 

“The Sapphire chip allows direct visualization of the 2D monolayer array, which we call a
droplet crystal, hence the term Crystal Digital PCR,” Droniou adds. “This is extremely useful
for assay optimization, to check directly what could have gone wrong, for example if droplet
integrity was compromised or if the sample contained detergent.” 

Sapphire also allows novel applications involving cells encapsulated within droplets for
imaging or analysis. Droplet recovery is also possible, should users need to use ampli�ed
material for downstream analysis. 

Analytical systems involving such small volumes always come with tradeo�s. “Some users
requiring a higher throughput may �nd the standard set-up of the Sapphire chip to be
somewhat limiting,” Droniou says. Stilla is addressing this concern through development of a
new chip with a larger number of chambers.  

Gene Sequencing

In mid-2017 two research groups, one from a California university consortium and another
from the New York Genome Center, reported on droplet micro�uidic-based methods for
sequencing genomes of single cells. The California paper, in Nature Biotechnology
(https://www.nature.com/articles/nbt.3880.epdf?
referrer_access_token=C57idLoeQHA6R3v8qJgCTtRgN0jAjWel9jnR3ZoTv0Ny585i2fPxFip4iFzu5PfJyERGdL_AQOg4R9aJGJ3We26vQ_wzxLeTxNdzXs6vL-
u_1rlcgqxBywDropU0sEsmLmjJ9cZ8oubYJ44ZzGr_Nd5eDkAhmB5ydNJ8KEAHDE9YXQ3N5OFLTqPcWJK6eIuKzrFYmcdTTR8qiyNVT-
icV9BnY-
xezyoBDPmWYCHh3_R7MRL_Vlli3YNORZrP2pqBKSePCl1A67tbAbHrvYpZQkxc3ug99HRhsaz7jIUTSwk%3D&tracking_referrer=www.genomeweb.com),
focused on cells harvested from environmental samples while the latter described
characterization of cells from rheumatoid arthritis patients. 

Both teams employed droplet micro�uidics, which traps genes but allows reagents and small
molecules to pass through the barrier. The Californians used hydrogel microspheres, which
allowed capture of single microbial cells, washing, and puri�cation of DNA. Droplets are
merged, processed, and sequenced on an Illumina sequencer. Sequences were compared to
a reference standard of ten microbes typically found in the environment. 

The authors, harking back to early micro�uidic work in silicon chips, call their device “in silico
cytometry, or Si-C. While the authors are hopeful that similar methods will eventually
become more reliable, they are cognizant of its limitations.  

As with any identi�cation system based on genomics, microbial identi�cation is only as good
as the match between samples and reference organisms, and how reliably the instrument or
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Cell Culture   

Micro�uidic applications in cell culture and analysis took longer to realize than for chemical
analysis, but their potential is greater. The major advantage of “chemical” LOCs, even those
operating with biomolecules, is conservation of samples and reagents, and minimization of
disposables. While developers also stress automation and speed, their devices generally
don’t accomplish signi�cantly more in those areas than conventional, e.g. microtiter-scale,
analysis platforms.  

The broader signi�cance of “cell culture” is more apparent in micro�uidic devices than in
large culture vessels or even microtiter plates. Whether the end-process is an assay,
production of a protein or chemical product, or cells themselves as products, culturing
represents a transitional step. In other words, the culturing phase is more a stopover than a
destination.  

method can identify that match.  

More speci�cally, they write that “while the number of cells sequenced far exceeds currently
described methods, the coverage per cell is substantially lower.  Therefore, dropouts in
coverage and false negatives can be expected in in silico cytometry analysis.” 

The authors note that while their focus was on environmental organisms, “SiC-seq is also
applicable to populations of mammalian cells, where it can have a more direct impact on
human health.” 

Which is precisely where the New York group focused. They used 3D printing to create a
microcontroller for micro�uidic droplet sequencing chips, at a cost of less than $600 for
parts and components. Lead researcher Rahul Satija, at New York University, had previously
demonstrated a micro�uidic device for massively parallel single-cell RNA sequencing through
a device, named Seq-Well. Satija had sequenced individual macrophages exposed to
pathogenic bacteria, before the work described here on cells associated with in�ammation
in arthritic joints. 

Organs-on-chips, the development-stage recapitulation of human tissues on glass or plastic
substrates, is a favorite topic at Technology Networks (see here
(https://www.technologynetworks.com/micro�uidics/articles/organs-on-chips-applications-
challenges-and-the-future-288031), here
(https://www.technologynetworks.com/micro�uidics/videos/the-commercialisation-of-
organs-on-chips-case-study-278079), and here (https://www.technologynetworks.com/cell-
science/news/wyss-institutes-organ-chips-get-smart-and-go-electric-289745)). The devices
consist of tiny wells or compartments, populated by single- or multi-cell cultures which
receive nutrients through micro�uidic channels.  

Organ and tissue chips are so popular that more traditional micro�uidic chip prototyping
�rms now o�er designs and services around cell-based chips. Even the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration is interested, announcing early in 2017
(https://blogs.fda.gov/fdavoice/index.php/2017/04/organs-on-chips-technology-fda-testing-
groundbreaking-science/) a multi-year collaboration with Emulate, Inc
(https://emulatebio.com/)., which describes itself as a “human emulation” company, on chip-
based models of liver disease.  

Despite their attractiveness as potential disease models, organ-chips are, operationally and
scienti�cally, more complex than assays conducted with suspended or adherent cells in
microwells. Only time will tell if the devices truly emulate human organs and systems
su�ciently well to replace animal and human drug testing, or if the results obtained in them
su�ciently recapitulate the human physiology.  

Devices that manipulate and analyze cells represent the other side of cell-centered
micro�uidics. Instead of creating an entirely novel disease model paradigm, these chips rely
on established analytical science such as �uorescence, gene ampli�cation, and sequencing,
while relegating micro�uidics to the mechanical manipulation of target cells. 

In his review (http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0956566314005302) of
micro�uidic cell culture in PDMS, Prof. Ronan Fleming at the University of Luxembourg notes
that in addition to the usual bene�ts of operation in tiny volumes, chip-based cultures
permit isolation of individual cells within de�ned micro�uidic regions. Moreover, the
polymeric substrate is (at least theoretically) inexpensive and provides a great deal of
�exibility in terms of experimental design. 

On the negative side controlling the location of cells can be challenging, and cells must adapt
to a culture surface to which they are likely unaccustomed. Moreover protocols, reagents,
and media may require adjusting compared with batch macro cultures and scaleup, even to
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microwell devices, is unpredictable. While volumetric di�erentials alone might account for
inconsistencies at various scales (as they often do for standard cell culture), the major
advantage of micro�uidics -- experimental freedom -- comes at the price of nonexistent
standardization for chips and external controllers.  

Fleming provides solid advice for groups contemplating a foray into micro�uidic cell culture.
First, he recommends thoroughly evaluating the compatibility of the micro�uidic chip with
proposed cells and media: cells should thrive, and nothing should absorb into the substrate
or leach out. Second, media and feed need to be adjusted relative to values in batch
processes, even those conducted in microwells. What works on the macro scale often does
not on the micro scale. 

Finally, noting the multidisciplinary nature of micro�uidics, Fleming advises developers to
seek out new skills and expertise: “Biochemical researchers should have strong ties to
experienced engineers if they hope to successfully enter the �eld of micro�uidic cell culture.
This being said, if cell biologists are aware of the intrinsic factors that di�er between
macroscopic and micro�uidic cell culture, the latter nascent �eld has the potential to be used
to investigate many hitherto under explored aspects of cell biology.”
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Lipidomics Opens Doors to Understanding Stem Cell Di�erentiation

(/micro�uidics/articles/lipidomics-opens-doors-to-understanding-stem-cell-di�erentiation-294672) ARTICLE  (/micro�uidics/articles)

It has long been known that the fats we consume in our diet can have an impact on our health. However, their implications on cell di�erentiation has not
previously been understood. We spoke to Professor Ilya Levental about his group's exciting work in this �eld, the role of lipidomics and how this may a�ect
the future of healthcare.

READ MORE  (/MICROFLUIDICS/ARTICLES/LIPIDOMICS-OPENS-DOORS-TO-UNDERSTANDING-STEM-CELL-DIFFERENTIATION-294672)
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Types of Biosensors and Evolving Applications: Glucose Monitoring to Personalized Health

(/micro�uidics/articles/evolving-biosensor-applications-glucose-monitoring-to-personalized-health-294590) ARTICLE  (/micro�uidics/articles)

Since its origins in the 1960s, the biosensors �eld has grown to encompass a wide range of sensors, from enzyme-based to immunosensors to DNA
biosensors. Along with this, a diverse set of applications have �ourished, with biosensors �nding roles in food safety, medical diagnostics, and
environmental analysis to name just a few.  

READ MORE  (/MICROFLUIDICS/ARTICLES/EVOLVING-BIOSENSOR-APPLICATIONS-GLUCOSE-MONITORING-TO-PERSONALIZED-HEALTH-294590)
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Spectroscopic Techniques for Food Analysis to Combat Adulteration and Fraud

(/micro�uidics/articles/spectroscopic-techniques-for-food-analysis-to-combat-adulteration-and-fraud-294550) ARTICLE  (/micro�uidics/articles)

Food fraud takes many forms, including adulteration, package tampering, outright counterfeiting of products or ingredients, mislabeling, intentional use of
illegal or substandard ingredients, manufacturing shortcuts to lower production costs, and many others. Thanks to modern technology, detecting food
fraud is mostly an analytical chemistry exercise, with choice of methodology depending on the quality attribute the food detective is looking for.

READ MORE  (/MICROFLUIDICS/ARTICLES/SPECTROSCOPIC-TECHNIQUES-FOR-FOOD-ANALYSIS-TO-COMBAT-ADULTERATION-AND-FRAUD-294550)

Ann Lee | Nov 02, 2017

My name is Ann Lee, i was doing very great until one morning i woke up with painful joints all over couldn't even move an inch,
my mum called our family doctor for check-up and i was took to the hospital later did i found out that i was diagnosed with
Rheumatoid Arthritis, i bought lots of medicine as told but nothing worked out a friend of mine told me to contact Standard
Herbs Home for herbal remedy which a friend of his also contacted when he was diagnosed of Rheumatoid Arthritis and they
really helped him, so i contacted Standard Herbs Home and i purchased the herbal remedy and after 4 months i went for check-
up and i was cured from Rheumatoid Arthritis, God bless you Standard Herbs Home.
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